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things you can do to prepare for marriage is to talk in advance about the issues
that will probably arise: What are your respective deﬁnitions of a good husband
or a good wife? What are your views on child rearing? Do you share the
same values and personal interests?
This handbook, which is provided in accordance with Section 2.014
of the Texas Family Code, will help you discuss these and other
important issues. Written with the help of a broad-based advisory committee,
this handbook also contains important legal information about shared property and child support. Hopefully you will ﬁnd it helpful.
Congratulations on your commitment to marriage. On behalf of the State of
Texas, we wish you the very best.
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why

get married?

Love. Companionship. Financial support and the comforts
of a shared home. Intimacy. Children.
People marry for different reasons. There are a few things that almost everybody includes if you ask them what they want from their marriage. But it doesn’t
really matter what others want out of marriage. Different people want different things. What matters is what YOU and YOUR SPOUSE want?
What is your deﬁnition of a good husband?
His answer:

Her answer:

What is your deﬁnition of a good wife?
Her answer:

His answer:
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What is your deﬁnition of a good marriage?
His answer:

Her answer:

A husband and wife may expect very different things from their marriage. This is okay. Your
marriage can be happy as long as each of you is getting what you consider to be important,
even if these are different things.
Make a list of the things that you want most from your marriage. Then compare your lists.
What do you want from your marriage?
Her answer:

His answer:

You need to know what your spouse wants and what is most important to your spouse. Number your list in order of importance. Then compare your lists again to see what your spouse
wants and needs most.
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What does your spouse want most? What does he or she really need to have in order to be happy
with your marriage?

Knowing what your spouse wants is only half the story. You also must know how to provide
it to him or her. For example, if your spouse wants to feel loved, you need to know what actions make your spouse feel loved. You need to know how your spouse deﬁnes that experience.
Another example: for many people, physical intimacy is an important part of marriage. If your
spouse gave a high priority to physical intimacy, it is not enough to provide what you consider
to be a satisfying intimate relationship. You need to know what your spouse wants.
Each of you should list a few examples of speciﬁc behaviors that would give you what you are
looking for in your relationship. And for some of those actions, you might want to write down
approximately how often you would like it to happen. There is no right or wrong answer to
these questions. It’s whatever works for you.
List speciﬁc and positive actions that are inexpensive and that your spouse could do often. Examples
would be: A hug. A compliment. Make my favorite dessert. Give me ﬂowers. Massage my neck and
shoulders. Whatever you want.
His list:
It makes me happy when you:

Her list:
It makes me happy when you:

It is possible that when you learn more about what your spouse wants from you, you will have
some doubts about whether you can or want to provide it. In this case, you have something
you need to talk about. This will be a chance for you to practice good communication skills.
You will need to work out a way to have a relationship that is satisfying and acceptable to both
of you.
You may want to read through this book and talk about the questions that follow. If you are
not yet married, give yourself time to think through these issues before you make a ﬁnal decision. If you are already married, or if you are already sure you are making the right decision, it
is still a good idea to learn more about each other and improve your communication skills.
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Personalities

: How are
you different, and how are you alike?

You don’t have to be alike to get along. Chances are you are alike in some
ways and different in others. You may be quite different. Opposites often attract! Differences are fine if you respect and appreciate the differences
between you.
Do you remember what it was about your spouse that ﬁrst caught your eye? Maybe it was
something about the way he or she looked or smiled or laughed. Maybe you liked his polite
manners or thought she was easy to talk to. Later, when you got to know each other better, you came to appreciate traits such as honesty, warmth, kindness or generosity. And
these are the traits that probably helped you realize you wanted to marry this person—to
spend the rest of your life with him or her.
What was it that originally attracted you to your spouse?
She says:

He says:

What was it about your spouse that led you to want to marry him or her?
Things about her (he says):

Things about him (she says):
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Name some ways you think you are alike:
How she says we are alike:

How he says we are alike:

Name some ways you think you are different:
How he thinks we are different:

How she thinks we are different:

Sometimes differences can be strengths. Discuss: What are some ways that your different
strengths work together? How do you react in a crisis or emergency? Is one of you calm while
the other gets excited? How can you use your strengths to help each other?
Compare some of your ways of reacting and showing feelings. How do you act when you
are angry—do you clam up or do you raise your voice and argue? When you are hurt, do
you withdraw, lash out or cry?
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Conﬂict and Communication
Conflicts are inevitable. The important thing is how you handle them.
Fighting doesn’t help, but talking does. Here are some steps as well as
some DOs and DON’Ts for resolving conflicts in marriage.

Talk about conﬂicts at a time and in a setting where you are both relaxed. Explore ideas
together. Most problems have more than one possible solution. If you cannot remain positive
and friendly, stop the discussion and try again some other time. Don’t give up. Most problems
will not go away if you ignore them.
Agree to take turns talking and not to interrupt. Explain your point of view as honestly and
respectfully as possible. Answer your spouse’s questions as truthfully and completely as possible. Listen to your spouse’s point of view and then try to repeat what your spouse said in
your own words. Ask if you understood and successfully articulated his or her point of view.
Ask questions, and listen respectfully to the answers. Sometimes an apparent problem will be
resolved or even disappear once you fully understand each other.
Avoid “blaming” your spouse for the problem. When you need to explain how you feel, use the
word “I” rather than the word “you.”

DO
s $O TALK ABOUT AREAS OF CONmICT
s $O EXPLAIN YOUR POINT OF VIEW THOROUGHLY AND HONESTLY
s $O LISTEN RESPECTFULLY TO EVERYTHING YOUR SPOUSE HAS TO SAY

DON’T
s $ONT CONTINUE THE DISCUSSION IF IT ENDS UP IN AN ARGUMENT
s $ONT GIVE IN TO ANGER SARCASM NAME CALLING VERBAL ABUSE THREATS OR ACCUSATIONS
s $ONT AGREE TO A SOLUTION THAT YOU CANNOT SINCERELY AND WILLINGLY ACCEPT
Ask yourself, “What is the issue?” Then, explain your view of the issue and see if you can agree
on the problem. Next, examine the facts. State your opinion about those facts. In the process,
share your emotions. Last, try to establish a clear goal.
Brainstorm about solutions. Think of any and all ideas that might help resolve the problem.
Consider all solutions with an open mind, even if you think some sound silly or will not work.
Make a list of choices and see if you can ﬁnd some that you are both willing to try. There isn’t
a “right” answer. Sometimes the answer is that you agree to disagree. You just need to ﬁnd
an answer you can both accept. Every solution has a positive side and a negative side. Which
solution has the most advantages?
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Have you resolved a problem in your relationship yet? What was the problem and what was the
solution you found? Did you do the “DOs” and avoid the “DON’Ts”? Was it a good solution that
was okay with both of you? Was there a better solution that you can think of now?

If you have not had a conﬂict yet, sooner or later it will happen. It’s human nature. At some
point, a minor thing might irritate you. Or, one of you will want to do one thing when the
other wants to do something else. It’s Saturday night, and one of you wants to go to a movie
when the other wants to stay home and watch football. One of you wants to shop at the mall
while the other would rather go to the lake. Try working through the conﬂict so you ﬁnd a
solution that’s fair to both of you.
If at some point in your marriage you ﬁnd you have a conﬂict that is especially hard to resolve,
consider seeking help. A professional may be able to help you work through a difﬁcult time.
You can contact the Texas Association for Marriage and Family Therapy at (800) 270-4320 or
www.txmft.org for the name of a qualiﬁed therapist. Or, for faith-based guidance, you can call
the church or synagogue of your choice. You can also consult your local telephone directory
under “Marriage and Family Therapists,” “Psychologists,” “Social Workers” or “Psychotherapists.”
No one should ever hit you or threaten you or your children, your family or your pets
with physical harm. If you are not yet married and you have any concerns that your future spouse could be violent toward you, stop and take some time to reconsider. If at any
point you fear for your own safety or that of your family, children or pets, call the National
Domestic Violence Hotline at (800) 799-7233, (TTY ) (800) 787-3224 or your local
domestic violence shelter.
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Children
Will you have children? When, and how many? How will you raise them? Who
will make the decisions about them? Who will take care of them? Who will
discipline them and how?
Many couples dream of having children and look forward to starting their own families. Children are often one of the most positive and valuable outcomes of marriage, but they can place
new strains on your relationship and introduce new conﬂicts and difﬁculties that you didn’t
expect. Your ﬁrst child may be the ﬁrst serious test of your ability to communicate and solve
problems together. Here are some examples of issues you may need to work through:
Babies are a 24-hour responsibility. For all the joy
that you may experience while caring for your new baby, there may be times when you struggle
with losing free time-time for yourself, time for leisure activities that you used to enjoy and
romantic time with each other. You will also have to determine how the responsibility for child
care will be divided between you. If the mother is at home all day caring for the baby, she may
think that it would only be fair for the father to take a turn when he gets home. If he has been
working hard all day and he is the sole breadwinner, he may think he deserves a little rest, not
a shift of child caring. Or maybe both parents work and each thinks the other should help
more with child care. How will you resolve these issues?
Issue: Sharing Responsibility.

How do you think you will share the responsibility for caring for a baby? Talk about who will
DO EACH OF THESE TASKS HOW OFTEN AND WHEN
s &EEDING THE BABY DURING THE NIGHT
s #HANGING THE BABYS DIAPERS
s 'IVING THE BABY A BATH
s 3TAYING HOME FROM WORK WHEN THE BABY IS SICK
s 0LAYING WITH THE BABY

Issue: Managing a New Financial Responsibility. If the wife works outside the home,

she will need to spend at least some time away from her job when the baby is born. If her job
does not provide paid maternity leave, this may mean a loss of income. If one of you gives up
your job to stay at home and take care of the baby, it will mean an extended loss of income. If
you both work outside the home, some form of child care will be necessary, and this is a signiﬁcant expense for many couples. There are other expenses too, of course: baby food, clothing,
diapers and many other things you might want or need to provide for your baby. When you
take all these factors into consideration, quite a few couples can expect to feel the impact of
reduced income and/or increased expenses.
Fact: According to a recent study, a two-parent family spends anywhere from $6,000 to
$12,000 on a child in the ﬁrst year. Estimates show that it costs $200,000 to raise a child
from birth to age 18.
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Questions for discussion:
s 4HE FATHER SHOULD DISCIPLINE THE CHILDREN AGREE DISAGREE OR UNDECIDED
s ! MOTHER SHOULD NOT WORK OUTSIDE THE HOME UNLESS HER CHILDREN ARE IN SCHOOL AGREE
disagree or undecided?
s #HILDREN SHOULD NEVER BE SPANKED AGREE DISAGREE OR UNDECIDED
As a parent, unless a court order has been issued affecting your parental rights, you have
certain rights and responsibilities. You have the right, for as long as your child is a minor, to
determine where your child will live, make legal decisions for your child, guide your child’s
education, give consent to your minor child’s marriage or enlistment in the armed forces, make
choices about medical care, and direct your child’s religious and moral training.
You have a legal duty to support your child. You are required by law to provide food, clothing,
shelter, education, and medical and dental care. You also have a duty to protect, control and
reasonably discipline your child.
If you fail to meet these responsibilities, your rights as a parent may be terminated. You also
may be held liable for the cost of caring for your children.
In some circumstances, you can be held liable for property damage caused by the delinquent
conduct of your children, if their conduct is a result of your failure to control and reasonably
discipline them.

If You

Already Have a Child

If you or your spouse has been married before, do either of you have children? Is it possible
that one of you has a child anywhere outside of marriage? If so, you will both need to be aware
of the ﬁnancial responsibility that you still have for your children from a previous relationship
or your spouse’s children from a previous relationship.
Your children from the previous relationship will need your emotional support too, and they
still need to spend time with you. When will you spend time with your children? Will they
visit you? How often and for how long? Will they spend holidays with you? Is this okay with
your spouse? What if your child wanted or needed to come live with you?
7RITE OUT YOUR PLAN FOR WHEN THE CHILDREN WILL VISIT WHERE THEY WILL STAY IN YOUR HOUSE AND
HOW LONG THEY WILL STAY
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Have you talked to your children about your new spouse and your decision to remarry? How did
they react? How do they feel? Do they like your new spouse?

Here are some special questions and answers that you might need to
consider if you are getting married and you already have a child.
4HIS IS MY SECOND MARRIAGE -Y NEW SPOUSE AND ) PLAN TO START A FAMILY (OW WILL THIS AFFECT MY
responsibilities to my children from my ﬁrst marriage?
Parents have both a legal and moral obligation to support and care for all of their children,
including children from previous relationships. Getting married again does not release you
from the legal requirement to support children born before your new marriage. It also does
not affect your visitation rights.
Child support is normally paid to the parent who has primary custody of the children. In determining the amount of support to be paid, the court follows a formula set by law. The formula is
generally based on the number of children involved and the paying parent’s income. The court
also orders payment of medical expenses and the cost of health insurance for the children. The
court orders that the child support be automatically withheld from your paycheck.
-Y FUTURE HUSBANDS FORMER GIRLFRIEND HAD A BABY WHICH SHE CLAIMS IS HIS CHILD (E DID NOT AGREE
TO HAVING A BABY AND SAYS THE BABY IS NOT HIS CHILD #AN SHE CAUSE TROUBLE FOR US AFTER WE ARE MAR
ried?
Regardless of whether your future husband “agreed” to get his former girlfriend pregnant, he is
ﬁnancially responsible for the child if he is the father. The attorney general or a court can order
a paternity test that will establish whether or not he is the biological father of the child. He
can be named the legal father by default if he refuses to take the test. If he is named the legal
father, he will be ordered to pay child support. If he fathered the child, he is legally responsible
for that child.
-Y FORMER SPOUSE IS ALSO GETTING REMARRIED AND HAS CUSTODY OF OUR CHILDREN 7ILL ) STILL HAVE TO
pay child support? Will the amount be lower?
You are still required to pay the full amount of child support ordered by the court. In fact, the
court is not allowed to consider how much the new spouse makes when calculating how much
you owe.
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) CANT AFFORD TO PAY THE CHILD SUPPORT ) OWE 7HAT SHOULD ) DO
Only the court can change the amount of child support you must pay. The amount may be
altered if there has been a material and substantial change in your circumstances or those of
your children, or if it has been three years since the last child support order took effect and
your current monthly payments vary from the legal guidelines by at least 20% or $100. You
may request a review of your child support order by contacting the Ofﬁce of the Attorney
General or a private attorney.
7HAT WILL HAPPEN IF ) DO NOT PAY THE CHILD SUPPORT ) OWE
A child support order can be enforced and the payments owed can be collected by the Ofﬁce
of the Attorney General, your local county Domestic Relations Ofﬁce, or a parent or their attorney. A variety of methods are used to collect the child support obligations, including:
s REQUIRING YOUR EMPLOYER TO DEDUCT THE CHILD SUPPORT FROM YOUR PAYCHECK
s INTERCEPTING YOUR FEDERAL INCOME TAX REFUND CHECK OR STATE LOTTERY WINNINGS
s lLING A LIEN AGAINST YOUR PROPERTY
s SEEKING TO HAVE YOUR DRIVERS PROFESSIONAL AND HUNTING AND lSHING LICENSES SUSPENDED AND
s REPORTING THE DELINQUENCY TO CREDIT BUREAUS
In addition to these measures, the court may be asked to enforce the child support order.
The judge may sentence you to jail for contempt of court and enter a judgment for past due
child support if you fail to make your court-ordered child support payments.
) SEND MY CHILD SUPPORT CHECKS ON TIME BUT MY FORMER SPOUSE REFUSES TO LET ME SEE MY KIDS 7HAT
SHOULD ) DO
Child support and visitation rights may seem like interrelated personal issues, but they are
separate legal issues. You and your former spouse must obey all court orders related to both
of these issues. In other words, a parent cannot refuse to pay child support because the other
parent is refusing to allow visitation. At the same time, the custodial parent may not deny
visitation to a noncustodial parent who fails to pay child support.
Some Texas counties have visitation enforcement programs. You may also hire a private attorney to represent you in custody or visitation cases. If you cannot afford an attorney, there
may be a Legal Aid program in your area which provides free legal services in matters such as
these. The Family Law Hotline, at (800) 777-3247, is a nonproﬁt organization specializing
in family law. The State Bar of Texas also has a program called Texas Lawyers Care to assist
people who cannot afford a lawyer. Texas Lawyers Care can be reached by calling the State
Bar at (800) 204-2222. The Ofﬁce of the Attorney General is not authorized (by federal law)
to intervene in the matter of visitation.
!RE THERE ANY FREE OR LOW COST RESOURCES WHERE ) CAN LEARN MORE ABOUT CHILD SUPPORT SERVICES
Some child support services are provided by the Ofﬁce of the Attorney General at a minimal
cost. If you would like further information, visit the OAG website at www.texasattorneygeneral.gov for the nearest child support ofﬁce. Your county may also have a Domestic Relations
Ofﬁce which may be able to help you with child support and visitation services.
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Money
Who handles the money? And how? How have you handled financial difficulties
in the past? How many bank accounts will you have? Who will control them and
who will have access to them? Who will balance the checkbooks? Who will pay
the bills?

Money is a notorious source of conﬂict in marriage. As with any other conﬂict, you will have to
practice good communication and problem-solving skills. This means talking through issues
at a time when you can both remain calm, listening to each other’s point of view, and working
together to come up with mutually satisfactory solutions.
In addition, for your mutual beneﬁt, it will help if you both practice good money management skills. This means planning ahead, keeping track of where your money goes, and setting
realistic spending limits.
)F YOU CURRENTLY HAVE SEPARATE lNANCES EACH OF YOU SHOULD WRITE OUT YOUR CURRENT BUDGET 7RITE
DOWN HOW MUCH YOU MAKE AND HOW MUCH YOU SPEND SO THAT YOU ACCOUNT FOR WHERE ALL YOUR
MONEY GOES
His

Income:

Hers

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

Necessary expenses:

Optional spending:

What’s left:
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What do you do with the money that’s left?
His

Hers

$O YOU HAVE ANY DEBTS #REDIT CARD BALANCES 3TUDENT LOANS 7HAT IS YOUR PLAN FOR PAYING THEM OFF
His debts/assets:

Her debts/assets:

Many couples pool their ﬁnancial resources. Even if you decide to keep your money separate,
you will have shared expenses. If you have not yet worked out a plan to share necessary living
expenses, you should.

Our Budget
Necessary expenses:
Rent/Mortgage

$

Payments on debts

$

Groceries

$

Clothing

$

Electricity

$

Gas

$

Water

$

Telephone

$

Car payment

$

Car insurance

$

Gasoline

$

Health/life insurance

$

Medical Expenses

$

Dentist

$

Pets

$

Other regular necessary expenses:
$
$
$
TOTAL:

$
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7ILL YOU COMBINE YOUR INCOME TO MEET YOUR JOINT EXPENSES #ONTRIBUTE EQUALLY 7HAT IS
your plan?
4HERE ARE PLENTY OF OTHER THINGS TO TALK ABOUT 7HICH EXPENSES ARE REALLY NECESSARY AND WHICH ARE
optional? How much will you save? Will you tithe or give to charity? Will you need to ﬁnancialy
HELP OR SUPPORT OTHER MEMBERS OF EITHER SPOUSES FAMILY )F YOU HAVE ANYTHING LEFT OVER AT THE END
OF THE MONTH WHAT WILL YOU SPEND IT ON
(OW MUCH DO YOU THINK YOU NEED TO HAVE IN THE BANK FOR A hRAINY DAYv #AN YOU THINK OF A TIME
WHEN YOU GOT CAUGHT SHORT BY AN UNEXPECTED EXPENSE 7HAT HAPPENED 7HAT DID YOU DO 7HAT
COULD HAPPEN TO YOU NOW AND HOW WOULD YOU HANDLE IT

-ORE QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION
7HAT ARE YOUR CAREER PLANS FOR THE FUTURE $OES EITHER OF YOU EXPECT TO GO BACK TO OR CONTINUE
school? Do you think you will need to move because of a job?
)T IS IMPORTANT TO PLACE lNANCIAL SECURITY AHEAD OF HAVING GOOD TIMES WITH FRIENDS OR THE FAMILY
AGREE DISAGREE OR UNDECIDED
(USBAND AND WIFE SHOULD HAVE SEPARATE BANK ACCOUNTS THAT THEY EACH INDIVIDUALLY CONTROL AGREE
disagree or undecided?
4HE PERSON WHO MAKES THE MONEY SHOULD HAVE THE lNAL SAY ABOUT HOW IT WILL BE SPENT AGREE
disagree or undecided?
You may agree that each of you should have an “allowance”—a certain amount of money to spend
AS YOU PLEASE (OW MUCH
3UPPOSE YOU SEE SOMETHING THAT YOU WANT OR THAT YOU WOULD LIKE TO BUY FOR BOTH OF YOU 7HAT
amount of money would you spend without consulting the other ﬁrst? $20? $50? $100?
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Lifestyle
Chances are, your relationship was built on shared interests and time you
spent together doing things you both enjoy. Good times and good conversation helped make your marriage happen. They can help make your marriage last.

When you were dating, you had fun with one another and enjoyed each other’s company. You
probably noticed what your spouse liked to do and talk about. You probably learned about
those things and showed an interest in them.
Over time, your interests and your spouse’s will probably change. You can grow and change
together if you take the trouble to learn about and appreciate each other’s interests, the way
you did when you were getting to know each other.
You know you have to communicate about important, practical and emotional issues in your
marriage. But you need to enjoy each other as well. No matter how busy you are, take some
time to talk to your spouse about fun things that you know he or she likes and cares about.
Arrange to spend enjoyable time together on a regular basis. It is okay to have some separate
friends and activities. But you need to have fun together too. As your responsibilities increase
and your family grows, it may seem harder to ﬁnd the time and money for a “date.” But it is
worth the effort.
A “date” can be: Taking a long walk together. Renting a movie. Cooking out at the park. You
can go bowling or dress up and go out for dinner. Visit a public garden. It can be anything you
both want to do. The important thing is, you are doing a lot of things right at this point in
your relationship. You really enjoy each other’s company. Whatever you are doing right—don’t
stop doing it!
What are your husband’s or wife’s top three personal interests?
His:

Hers:
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What are the three things the two of you most like to do together?

Do you know what your husband or wife did today at home or at work when you were apart?
)F NOT ASK AND LISTEN

Here are some more suggestions you may ﬁnd useful in building a positive relationship with
your spouse:
s ,ISTEN FOR SOME INTEREST THAT YOUR SPOUSE MIGHT HAVE IN SOMETHING NEW4HEN lND OUT MORE
ABOUT THAT THING AND TALK ABOUT IT
s 'O SOMEWHERE TOGETHER AND TALK WHILE YOURE THERE
s ,EAVE A SWEET NOTE BUY A LITTLE GIFT DO A FAVOR OR GIVE mOWERS
s ,OOK FOR AN OPPORTUNITY TO DO SOMETHING THE OTHER PERSONS WAY SOMETIMES 'IVE IN NOW
AND THEN !POLOGIZE
s $O SOMETHING FOR OTHERS TOGETHER 6OLUNTEER YOUR TIME TO MAKE A CONTRIBUTION TO YOUR
COMMUNITY OR TO SOMEONE IN NEED
s %NCOURAGE SUPPORT PRAISE AND COMFORT YOUR SPOUSE "E ON YOUR SPOUSES SIDE
s 4ALK ABOUT YOUR SHARED FAITH AND VALUES 4ALK ABOUT YOUR RELATIONSHIP 3HARE MEMORIES
OF GOOD TIMES YOUVE HAD TOGETHER
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Families
What do you think of your spouse’s parents and family? Which family will you
visit during holidays? Do you have their blessing to get married? What role
will they play in your lives? How often will they visit you and for how long?
When you visit your parents, will you both go?

Something to talk about:
s )N LAWS SHOULD BE CONSULTED ABOUT IMPORTANT DECISIONS THAT AFFECT YOUR MARRIAGE AGREE
disagree or undecided?
s 'RANDPARENTS SHOULD BE CONSULTED ABOUT HOW TO RAISE THE CHILDREN AGREE DISAGREE OR UNDECIDED

Faith

and Values

What are your religious or moral beliefs? Do you share the same faith? What role will your faith
PLAY IN YOUR LIVES 7ILL YOU GO TO RELIGIOUS SERVICES 4HE SAME RELIGIOUS SERVICES 7HERE AND HOW
OFTEN &OR MANY COUPLES FAITH IS AN INTEGRAL PART OF THEIR RELATIONSHIP AND THEIR DAILY LIVES )T CAN
BE PART OF WHAT BINDS THEM TOGETHER IN MARRIAGE /THER COUPLES MAY NOT SHARE THE SAME FAITH
What about you?
$ISCUSS YOUR FAITH AND MORAL BELIEFS
We have the same faith.
We share many basic moral beliefs.
We agree on some things, not others.
We have different beliefs.
Not sure.
,IST YOUR HIGHEST MORAL VALUES
His list:

Her list:
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Will you go to religious services?
(circle one)

He says:

Yes

No

Not sure

She says:

Yes

No

Not sure

How often and where?
He says:

She says:

Where?

More than once a week

More than once a week

Once a week

Once a week

Occasionally

Occasionally

Never

Never

What faith will your children be taught? Will they go to religious services?
What religious services?
If faith is very important to either or both of you, and you have different beliefs, then it
is extra important that you are respectful of each other’s views. Showing respect for your
spouse’s opinions is important in any case, but where differences in faith are involved, it
is absolutely essential.
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Marriage

and the Law:

Q&A

!M ) REQUIRED BY LAW TO SUPPORT MY SPOUSE
Under Texas law, each spouse has a duty to support the other. If you fail to meet this responsibility, you may be held ﬁnancially liable to any third party who provides your spouse with food,
shelter or other assistance necessary for daily living. This law applies equally to both husband
and wife.
)S 4EXAS A hCOMMUNITY PROPERTYv STATE
In Texas, all property acquired by a married couple is presumed to be community property,
which means both husband and wife own all of their property together. Under the law, husband and wife are partners in the marriage, and each has an interest in all community property.
The idea is that both spouses contribute to the marriage, so both should have an interest in any
property purchased or obtained during the marriage.
Community property can include the couple’s homestead, other real estate, cars and other vehicles, savings, insurance and other assets such as furniture, a boat or appliances. Investments
such as retirement funds, IRAs, annuities and employee stock option plans are also generally
considered community property. However, an investment may have speciﬁc rules that limit
your spouse’s interest. Debts and other liabilities are also shared.
It does not matter whether only one spouse purchased the property - both spouses may have
an interest in it. Even when only one spouse is listed as the owner of the property, it may still
be considered community property jointly owned by the couple.
)S OUR INCOME CONSIDERED hCOMMUNITY PROPERTYv
Yes. In most marriages these days, both spouses work and bring income to the household.
Under Texas law, if the husband and wife mix and combine their earnings and merge their
ﬁnances, they share responsibility for the management and control of the income.
If only one spouse works and is the sole source of income for the household, the earnings and
everything bought with those earnings are still considered community property. Both spouses
share responsibility for deciding how to use it.
7HAT IF ) ALREADY OWN A HOUSE OR CAR BEFORE WE MARRY
Any property owned by a spouse prior to the marriage, or acquired by gift or inheritance
during the marriage, is considered separate property. Also, if one spouse recovers money or
property for personal injuries that happen during the marriage, that money or property is
considered separate (except for lost wages or earnings). In some situations, property purchased
after marriage with separate funds may be considered separate property. People who plan to
marry may also agree in writing to consider some or all of their holdings as separate property
through what is commonly known as a premarital agreement.
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#AN MY SPOUSE SELL OUR CAR OR OTHER PROPERTY WITHOUT MY CONSENT
Community property may not be sold without the consent of both spouses. This is true even
if the title to the property is in the name of only one spouse. However, in some circumstances
separate property under the sole management and control of one spouse may be sold, mortgaged or given away without the consent of the other spouse.
What about selling our homestead?
A homestead may not be sold or mortgaged without the consent of both husband and wife.
This is true even if the homestead was one spouse’s separate property prior to or during the
marriage, or if title to the property is in the name of only one spouse. A spouse can ﬁle a sworn
petition in court asking the court to grant an exception and allow the homestead to be sold
without the spouse’s consent if the spouse is missing, abandoned or separated.
7HAT IF WE BUY PROPERTY SUCH AS A VACATION HOME IN ANOTHER STATE
If a married couple living in Texas buys real estate outside of the state, its status as community
or separate property is governed by the law of the state, territory or country where the property
is located. However, the judge in a Texas divorce case generally has the authority to divide
out-of-state real estate as part of the property settlement.
) AM A WIDOWER WHO PLANS TO REMARRY -Y lRST WIFE LEFT ME SOME FAMILY PROPERTY AND HEIRLOOMS
THAT SHOULD GO TO OUR GROWN CHILDREN (OW DO ) ENSURE THAT THIS WILL HAPPEN
It is important that both you and your new spouse have an up-to-date will after you marry.
This will ensure that there is no confusion over how ﬁnancial matters will be resolved and
property distributed if either of you should die. If you do not have a will, Texas state law will
dictate how your assets are divided between your spouse, your children and your other heirs.
You should also check each retirement fund and insurance policy that you have to make sure
your choice of beneﬁciary is up-to-date. A premarital agreement can be used to specify which
property will be shared or kept separate, how living expenses will be paid, and so forth. If you
have any questions about your will and ﬁnancial arrangements, consult a private attorney or
ﬁnancial planner.
)F ) DIE WHAT HAPPENS TO THE PROPERTY WE OWN
If you have a will when you die, your share of the property will be divided as you instruct in
the will. If you do not have a will when you die, half of the interest in the community property
will pass to your heirs (for example, a child from a previous marriage). The other half of the
community property is held by your surviving spouse.
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congratuLAtions!
One last exercise: How do you picture yourselves many years in the
future? What is your shared vision? Where will you be in ten years? What
will you look back on in twenty years? What will your reward be when you
grow old?

AS TIME GOES ON...
You may want to review these questions and your answers periodically. People change over
time, and also your understanding of your own needs and feelings may change. It is a good
idea to ask each other every so often, “How am I doing? Are you happy? Are you getting what
you need from me?”
You are setting out on a wonderful adventure. You know that there will be times when you and
your spouse don’t see eye-to-eye. This can be a source of great strength, as long as you listen to
each other, combine your wisdom, and work together. #ONGRATULATIONS
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